What is a Scrapbook?
For those of you who are new to scrapbooking, or
have thought about getting started and haven't done
anything yet, do you wonder... what is
scrapbooking? Learn a little more about it with this
article from Scrapbook.com.

Meet One of Our Vendors
Sonia Abrew
I moved from PR to Orlando, Florida in 1989. I am a
science, reading, and English teacher in Orlando,
Florida. I love taking pictures of my daughters and
granddaughter, nature, and life! I received my first
camera as a high school graduation gift from my parents and have never been
without one since then. As my oldest daughter Jessica once said, "mom, you
have our life documented in pictures". I am a proud Close To My Heart
Consultant! CTMH offers the best quality in all its paper packs, embellishments
and supplies. Now, I can really explore and achieve my photography creativity
and will be able to keep our family memories for generations to come! Let me
help you keeping yours! I love CTMH!

Featured Make & Take

Oh Deer!
This class will show you how to create multiple
layouts with just a handful of materials that will be
included in the Workshops Your Way™ used in the
class. With the help of easy-to-follow instructions,
trimming tools, and adhesive, you can use this kit to
create three-two page coordinating scrapbook layouts. We’ll also show you how
you can arrange your photos and remaining paper in an innovative Pocket Plus™
Memory Protector™ to perfectly complement one of the layouts, helping you tell
the whole story in a single spread. You will need to bring your favorite adhesive
and paper trimmer. You will be able to use up your remaining paper by completing
an optional card making project on your own. “Oh Deer”, your creativity is the
limit! Payment to participate in this class must be received no later than
November 10th to ensure all supplies will be on hand.
Taught by Sonia Abrew $45
Click Here to Register
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